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ONTARIO OFFICE

3390 South Service Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7N 3J5

Tel: (905) 637-9194
Fax: (905) 637-9290
Toll Free: (800) 663-7538

HEAD OFFICE
(MANUFACTURING FACILITY)

927 Douglas Street
Brandon, Manitoba
R7A 7B3

Tel: (204) 728-1188
Fax: (204) 725-4932
Toll Free: (888) 315-1035

ALBERTA OFFICE

20130 107th Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5S 1W9

Tel: (780) 455-4862
Fax: (780) 455-8475

QUEBEC OFFICE

CP 3368
St.-Lin de Laurentides, Quebec
J5M 1A1

Tel: (450) 780-3844
Fax: (450) 439-9941
Toll Free: (888) 271-7074

CLADDING



The Perspectra Series™ paint system is a result of a long-term 

development program undertaken by North America’s largest paint 

suppliers to the coil coating industry for steel building products. 

The technology is proven and is the coating of choice for many 

of the leading building products manufactured in North America, 

including steel cladding from BEHLEN.

PREPAINTED SHEET SYSTEM 

For over thirty years, BEHLEN Industries LP has been a builder’s first choice for metal building systems and components. 

Stressing adaptability, durability, and excellence in design, BEHLEN has earned a stellar reputation in the industry for supplying 

quality, cost-effective building components to suit every conceivable application. BEHLEN is proud to have set the highest standards 

for service, innovation, and integrity in the supply, design and construction of steel building systems and components.

ABOUT BEHLEN

 Steel Core

 Uniform sheet steel properties are the result of 

modern steel-making technology

 Zinc or 55% Aluminum-Zinc Coating

 A zinc or 55% aluminum-zinc alloy coating delivers 

highly effective corrosion resistance.

 Pretreatment

 Pre-treatments provide excellent corrosion

 resistance and adhesion.

 Flexible Primer

 High performance flexible primers are key to

 long-term corrosion resistance and paint adhesion.

 Durable Exterior Paint

 Durable finish – siliconized polyesters offered in 40 

of the most popular colours.

 Wash Coat

 Backer coats enhance corrosion resistance and 

minimize abrasion damage.

The Perspectra Series™ Paint System

The strength of the system lies in its uniquely effective use of global 

coating technologies. The Perspectra Series™ paint system 

begins with a patented and proven formulation of advance 

polyester resin technologies and is further enhanced with highly 

durable silicone additions.

Developing a full palette of rich, long-lasting colours was another 

key consideration. To meet this requirement, high-grade, colourfast, 

ceramic pigments were used to assure both real-world durability 

and enduring aesthetic appeal. Refined application technologies, 

used to apply primers and top-coats to high-grade steel 

substrates, also played a pivotal role in the development of this 

state-of-the-art system. 

Unparalled Performance Begins With a Proven Formulation

To enhance corrosion resistance of the high-quality steel 

substrates, the Perspectra Series™ system utilizes upgraded 

pretreatments and flexible primers for galvanized and Galvalume™.

The end result is more than a combination of superior technologies. 

It’s a product that will deliver decades of trouble-free service and 

unparalleled weatherability.

Superior Flexibility And Corrosion Resistance

Perspectra Series™ products are available at competitive prices, 

in a range of up to 40 of the most requested colours, to suit your 

specific building requirements.

Extensive Choice of Colours

Perspectra Series™ coated products were developed specifically 

to withstand the diverse and often extreme climactic variations 

found in North America.

The long-term environmental factors such as high UV exposure, 

high time-of-wetness, acid rain, chemical fallout, de-icing salts 

and costal spray simply aren’t found in combination, or to the 

same degree of intensity, in either Europe, Australia or Asia.   

Perspectra Series™ products are built to be “Best in Class” for 

a broad range of commercial, industrial, and agricultural building 

applications. 

Superior performance of the Perspectra Series™ has been 

proven conclusively in both field and accelerated laboratory 

testing. As a result, you can count on Perspectra Series™ products 

to perform for you.

“Best In Class”, With Proven North American Performance



Steel cladding has become a material of choice for designers looking for the right combination of versatility, durability and efficiency at 

an affordable cost.  BEHLEN Industries LP is proud to offer a wide range of cladding systems to suit almost any design. Our cladding 

systems are second to none in the industry, offering top notch performance in a full selection of colours and designs. Our products 

install quickly and easily, which can reduce overall construction time and costs.

THE BENEFITS OF STEEL CLADDING

Our basic industrial and light commercial panel. Offering good 

performance and great economy, the AWR panel is often the 

system of choice in industrial applications where bottom line per-

formance is the primary focus.

AWR

The bold profile of the Wide Span panel gives it a more defining 

look, offering a striking appearance in a very economical product.

WIDE SPAN

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

1" | 25mm 12" | 305mm

33/32” | 79mm

11/4”

32mm

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

1“ | 25mm

33/32” | 79mm

11/4”

32mm

12” | 305mm

This system offers a bold, strong look, with definite shadow lines 

along its ribbed surface. This cladding makes an excellent choice 

in high-end commercial applications. 

ELITE RIB

Shadow lines and semi-concealed fasteners make this product a 

good choice in commercial applications where aesthetic appeal 

is an important consideration. A contoured face gives the Delta 

Span panel a distinctive look.

DELTA SPAN

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

33/32” | 79mm

413/32” | 112mm

17/16”

37mm

6“ | 152mm

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

1" | 25mm

31/8” | 79mm

11/4”

32mm

12” | 305mm



Steel cladding systems from BEHLEN Industries LP can be suited to any application, either commercial or industrial. Our cladding 

systems can be an efficient and cost-effective building component for all types of structures, such as service stations, retail outlets, 

factories, distribution centres, or any other structure where cost, efficiency, and construction time are important factors. With our wide 

variety of styles and colours to choose from, our cladding systems can also give your structure a striking, distinctive look.

FLEXIBILITY

Similar to the Elite Rib, the Ultra Span panel offers an even more 

distinctive look, with defining shadow lines and intricate surfaces.

ULTRA SPAN

Parkway’s contoured edges make it a defining feature of any 

building. A unique product with a deep profile and offering

semi-concealed fasteners, the Parkway panel is an excellent 

choice for feature walls or high-end architectural applications.

PARKWAY

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

31/8” | 79mm

413/32” | 112mm

17/16”

37mm

6“ | 152mm

24" | 610mm  COVERAGE

13/16” | 30mm

11/2” | 38mm 2”
51mm

71/4” | 184mm 23/4” | 70mm

12” | 305mm

1” | 25mm 1”

25mm

Aside from their use in new, custom-designed structures, BEHLEN Industries LP’s steel cladding systems are also an ideal choice 

for upgrading existing buildings. Our systems combine easily with glass, wood, masonry, energy-efficient insulation and other 

conventional building materials for maximum flexibility, durability and aesthetic appeal. Steel cladding systems from BEHLEN 

Industries LP can be easily incorporated into any design.

A system ideally suited to industrial and agricultural structures. 

The Diamond Rib panel features a 6” centre profile. This is a 

versatile panel useful for both roof and wall applications.

DIAMOND RIB

These two cladding systems are excellent for light-duty industrial 

and agricultural applications. The 936 system is also our most 

economical cladding system.

936 / TOUGH RIB

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

215/32” | 63mm

3/4”

19mm

1” | 25mm 6” | 152mm

36" | 914mm  COVERAGE

13/4” | 44mm

9/16” | 14mm

11/16”

17mm

9” | 229mm


